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Submission to the Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry

1. Coronial Inquest
At the coronial inquest on 31 October to 2 November this year, into the deaths of the 25 people
who died in Toowoomba and the Lockyer Valley on 10-13 January 2011, new evidence emerged
about the events surrounding the deaths of my wife Donna Rice and my son Jordan Rice. The
matters are beyond the scope of the coroner to investigate further due to statutory restrictions so I
wish to make submissions to the Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry so that these matters
can be investigated further. I realise the closing date for submissions to the Inquiry has expired
but ask that you accept this submission concerning evidence, some of which only emerged last
week at the inquest.
Following the Inquest, the Public Defender John Allen who represented me, made several
submissions to the coroner. (see Attachment 1)
The following information indicates there were many systemic failures in preparing for and
responding to the extreme rain event which contributed to the fatalities in Toowoomba and many
near-fatalities (dozens of pedestrians and 834 cars were washed away) on 10 January.
What is most surprising is that given the failures of state and local government agencies, the
fatalities were limited to two people. There is great consolation for me in knowing that ordinary
people without any emergency or swift-water rescue training or equipment responded
immediately at the scene and risked their lives to try to save my wife and our sons, thankfully
saving my son Blake from an extremely perilous situation. I urge you to investigate the matters
here to ensure as far as possible that if a similar extreme rain event occurs in Toowoomba, that
measures will be in place to provide timely effective warning to people and to improve rescue
responses.
2. Overall weather danger

The La Nina climate system had been developing since July 2010 and by November had
developed into a very significant system.
By late December the ground was waterlogged, meaning any additional rainfall would cause
almost immediate run-off. 1
On January 7, local media reported the heaviest flooding in 30 years in the Toowoomba region
including widespread flash flooding in Toowoomba that led to 120 calls for assistance. The
flooding also extended across the Darling Downs, cutting many major highways and stranding
travellers. 2
3. Inability of Toowoomba Regional Council to monitor East and West Creek levels
Toowoomba Regional Council has no river height recording stations on East or West Creek. The
highest river height station is a DERM station six kilometres downstream of Toowoomba CBD,
at Cranley. 3
Question
1. Will the QFCI recommend that Toowoomba Regional Council and/or BOM install river
height recording stations in East and West Creek upstream of the CBD as a matter of
urgency?
4. Lack of flood immunity of major highways through Toowoomba
A 2007 Flood Risk and Mapping Study found crossing of East Creek at James Street did not
meet Q50 immunity. 4

Question
2. Will the QFCI recommend that the Warrego Highway through Toowoomba is upgraded
to meet at least the Q50 immunity to flooding?
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5. Failure of Toowoomba Regional Council to implement adequate recommended
flood mitigation measures
Toowoomba Regional Council commissioned a report into flooding in the region. The report,
Toowoomba Regional Planning Project Flood Study Final Report was produced in 2009. It
highlighted the lack of information available on the extent and depth of flooding across the
region and cautioned that development should be restricted in areas where there is a lack of data
to indicate the risk of flooding.
Toowoomba Regional Councillor Bill Cahill has been reported as claiming that the ‘lack of
action in the past from council had contributed to the tragic flash floods.’ Efforts by Cr Bill
Cahill to have the Council undertake a review of the Flood Study after the January disaster failed
in Council. 5
Mayor Peter Taylor said Cr Cahill’s suggestion was ‘emotive’ and a review of the study would
be ‘superfluous’ as recommendations were being incorporated into the town plan.
Question
3. Given the large number of houses and roads flooded in Toowoomba city and region
region during the December and January floods, will the QFCI recommend that the
Toowoomba Regional Council should update its flood data and town plan to include flood
levels experienced in December 2010 and January 2011?
6. Toowoomba Local Disaster Management Group
Toowoomba Regional Council employee Kevin Wruck was the Local disaster coordinator
responsible for ensuring Council had disaster management plans in place, that the plans were
tested and that the public were informed about preparing for disaster events via the media.
A meeting of the LDMG was called for 10am on 10 January but at 9.53am the meeting was
postponed to 1pm that day so all necessary members could attend.
This meeting time meant that the entire group was in a meeting as the disaster was unfolding
across the city.
By the time the Local Disaster Coordination Centre was activated at 3.3opm, the flood had
subsided. 6
Question
4. Why was there such a long delay between the LDMG becoming aware of the disaster and
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activating the Coordination Centre?

7. Failure to close roads subject to flooding.
Despite the issuing of a m edia release by Q PS on 19 Decem ber, 2010, no preparations were
made by either Main Roads authorities, Toowoo mba Regional Council or QPS to quickly ere ct
‘Road Closed’ signs when major roads through Toowoomba city were inundated.
In particular, the James Street/Kitchener Street intersection is on the main east-west highway for
long haul vehicles thorough Toowoomba and is a known trouble-spot for flooding because it
crosses East Creek.
19 December 2010
Localised flooding and road closures, Toowoomba
Police would like to remind motorists and members of the public of the hazardous and
unpredictable nature of flood waters caused by the heavy rain that the Toowoomba area
is experiencing.
There is flooding of causeways in many parts of Toowoomba and emergency services
are responding to reports of vehicles caught in water.
Members of the public are advised to avoid flooded roads, creeks and watercourses and
motorists are also reminded that road closures and road conditions can change rapidly as
creeks and water courses can rise and fall quickly.
Motorists should exercise extreme caution when travelling on the roads, obey road
closure signs that have been erected and not attempt to cross flooded causeways or
roadways.
Floodwaters can quickly inundate a vehicle placing the lives of occupants and rescue
workers at risk.
Roads experiencing large volumes of surface water combined with adverse weather
conditions can make travel hazardous and police are urging everyone to take extra care,
to re-think their travel plans and to limit non-essential travel if possible in areas
experiencing heavy rainfalls.
Traffic and Travel Information Line on 13 19 40 (http://131940.qld.gov.au/), their local
council for road closure updates or the RACQ.

Media and Public Affairs Branch
07 3015 2444
07 3015 2444

Question
5. Will the QFCI recommend that a system for closing the Warrego Highway as soon as

creek crossings in Toowoomba are flooded is implemented?

8. James Street/Kitchener Street Intersection
10 January 2011 Timeline
Time

Sit rep/ Triple zero call content

11:00am

Two storms merged and were moving
towards Toowoomba
Donna, Jordan and Blake at home at
Vanity Street. Chris phones to ask for
a lift to sign loan documents.
Localised flooding in Toowoomba
Unit 211 responding to children
swimming in West Creek
Unit 211 reports of severe flooding in
Margaret Street
Landslide at Mt Kynoch
000 call from Sarah Norman at Spring
Bluff – house surrounded by water
Sarah Norman 000 call –
people in house cannot get to the roof
– call drops out
Inspector David Isherwood at Neil
Street QPS regional headquarters and
observes water over the road, half way
up the doors of cars and wheelie bins
floating down the street. (Inspector
David Isherwood, Evidence at Inquest)

12:40
13:21
13:23
13:29
13:29
13:37
13.40

13:41

13:41

Police call to Coms re water over road
in Alderley Street, running very fast,
need for traffic control. (Inspector
David Isherwood, Evidence at Inquest)
Unit 210 proceeds to police station in
Hume Street

Response

Radio Priority Codes
1 = life threatening - homicide
2= life threatening – urgent
3 = routine

Operator says move to higher ground

Spoke to Commissioner Gollschewski.
Went in unmarked police car – heard call
from Kitchener/James Street and went to the
intersection where they saw a woman
trapped on the roof of a vehicle and people
clinging to power poles.
Discussed how to get people and concluded
it wasn’t safe to enter the water. Responded
to urgent calls from Withcott. No one would
get down the range. (Inspector David
Isherwood, Evidence at Inquest)

13:42
13:45
13:45
13:45
13:46
13:47
13:48
13:49

13:56
13:57
14:02

14:02
14:07
14:13
14:13
Time?

Police blocking the road and warning
someone is going to go missing in it.
Police patrol unit – Dent Street is
under water.
Witness photo – Donna Rice’s car
alone stopped at traffic lights
CCTV traffic passing across
James/Kitchener St intersection
CCTV water at the bottom of car door
sills
000 call from Sarah Norman – water
one metre from house roof, two people
safe, two missing
Call from Donna Rice to police coms
Const Jason Wheeler notes Donna
Rice stuck in flood water
James/Kitchener and assigns rescue as
Category 3 = routine

Witness photo –
Water considerably higher
Call from Jordan to QFRS coms
Unit 753 (Helidon police) stuck in
floodwater in Toowoomba
Unit 211 despatched to Mt Kynoch
Unit 210 clocked off shift
Witness photo - Two people on Rice
car roof
Unit 211 Heading to landslide at Mt
Kynoch
000 call to police coms –
Two children holding onto lamp post
in James/Kitchener Street
CCTV camera – Rice car is gone
Witness video – head in water

(Donna tried many times to reach 000)

Unit 210 at a school attending re a fallen
branch
Unit 211 was available
Unit 210 or 211 would have been tasked if
the call was a priority. 6 Units of QFRS
were available to respond at the time.
(Inspector David Isherwood, Evidence at
Inquest)
3 QFRS units despatched

14:13 Unit 211 sent code 2 to
James/Kitchener Street

Question
6. Given that police are not the appropriate agency to handle swift water rescue, why was
Donna Rice’s triple zero call not transferred immediately to QFRS for assistance?

Radio Priority Codes
1 = life threatening - homicide
2= life threatening – urgent
3 = routine
9. Failure to exclude traffic from vulnerable intersections despite several previous
floods
On December 19, 2010, police reported vehicles caught in water and urged motorists to avoid
flooded roads as road conditions could change rapidly as creeks and water courses could rise and
fall quickly. 7
On 27 December 2010, East Creek was reported to be in flood. 8
10. Overload of the triple 000 emergency system
When my wife tried to phone for emergency help, the phone lines were already overloaded and
she dialled about seven times without making contact with an operator, before finally making
contact at 1.48pm. Had her call been answered when she first called, one can only hope the
response from emergency services might have been better.
Toowoomba District Communications Centre Officer in Charge Senior Sergeant Julie Cooling
was on leave during January. However she has reported that the Toowoomba District
Communications Centre received 1,446 triple zero calls that day and that, of these 845 were not
answered. 9
Question
7. Will the WFCI recommend improvements to the triple zero emergency phone system?

The Role of Senior Police
Police had arguably the best situational awareness of deteriorating weather and flood conditions
across the Darling Downs and Lockyer Valley. They therefore were possibly in the best position
to put ensure safety measures were put in place, especially for motorists.
Question
8. I request that all the police officers who gave evidence at the Inquest but who have not
given statements to the Inquiry, be required to do so and to submit their phone records so
that the timings of their activities can be confirmed.
11. Assistant Commissioner Stephan Gollschewski, Southern Region
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Gollschewski arrived in Toowoomba to take up his position on 13 December 2010. He
had not yet arrived when Exercise Orko was run the previous month, simulating a major
flood event in this region.
He was informed of police and disaster management group activities across the region
and reported in turn to the Police Commission and State Disaster Coordinator and
assisting with disaster declarations, ensuring flooded communities received food
supplies, sought media coverage of deteriorating road conditions and safety risks and
coordinated visits by dignitaries.
He reported the following:
27 December evacuations of some residents in Dalby and Chinchilla. Roma isolated.
Three rescues near Taroom. Damage to Toowoomba Range and Warrego
Highway. Rescues of motorists from flooded creeks in Allora, Pittsworth, Oakey
and Clifton. Major flood level in Warwick with 260 people evacuated. Helicopter
rescues at Leyburn, Pratten and Talgai.
28 December – Dalby District declared a disaster. Caravan washed away at Gatton. Three
men arrested for entering the swollen Bremer River intending to float to Brisbane.
29 December – Nindigully disaster declaration re Moonie River to cancel New Year’s
Eve B&S ball.
30 December – compulsory evacuation of the entire town of Condamine by ADF
Blackhawk helicopter.
Early January – flood peaks and evacuations in Surat, Dirranbandi and St George.
8-9 January – heavy rain in Toowoomba and Lockyer Valley. Condamine residents
returned home.
9 January – evacuations in Grantham, Lockyer Valley LDMG activated (Gollschewski
was not informed of this.)
10 January
9am briefing weather pattern moving towards the region but expected to
dissipate.
1pm went to Grand Central for lunch. Heard an ABC storm warning.
1.05 – 1.10pm torrential rain, West Creek had risen significantly. Several
inches of water across Dent Street
Returned to regional office
Phone Acting Chief Superintendent Morrow to despatch a crew to children
playing in West Creek.
Phones Acting Chief Superintendent Morrow again re flooding in CBD
and requested him to deploy police to respond.
1.45pm speaks to Acting Chief Superintendent Morrow re flooding in
CBD and seeing more floodwater heading towards CBD.
And speaks to Acting Superintendent Brett Schafferius Toowoomba
Disaster Control Co-ordinator who said he had already sent Inspector Jim
McDonald to the Toowoomba Coms centre.
Gollschewski briefs QPS public relations head Kym Charlton.
Gollschewski hears that a woman and child were swept away at
James/Kitchener Street.
Gollschewski hears houses swept away at Murphys Creek and Postmans
Ridge but did not know where that was or how much water was involved.
QFRS requested helicopters.

Weather conditions prevented helicopter rescues.
3.30pm Isherwood returned from James/Kitchener Street and said he
believed the two people swept away would have drowned.
Gollschewski and Isherwood proceed to James/Kitchener Street, meet
McDonald and Hopgood.
Onlookers shocked.
One of the bodies was found - Donna Rice
Gollschewski sees car submerged in creek belonging to the missing
people.
Call from Morrow that severe flooding was occurring in Grantham and
other areas may be at risk.

12. Detective Inspector David Isherwood, Regional Crime Co-ordinator
Detective Inspector David Isherwood gave evidence at the Inquest.
Question

13. Detective Senior Sergeant Paul McCusker

Question

14. Acting Inspector James McDonald (OIC Laidley and member of Lockyer Valley
Regional Council)
McDonald was alerted at 1.35pm to flooding in a house at Crows Nest trapping a woman and a
disabled child. A helicopter was requested and approved but could not fly due to lightning.
McDonald went to the Police Coms centre to coordinate operations and provide sit reps.
At 1.45pm McDonald realises this is an unusual event and begins making notes in a running
sheet.
15. Detective Inspector Brett Schafferius, District Disaster Coordinator
Detective Inspector Schafferius established the District Disaster Coordination Centre at
Toowoomba Police Station in November 2010 during Operation Orko.
On 10 January he was Acting Superintendent, District Officer, Toowoomba District. He states
the events of 10 January occurred without warning.

Question
18. Why was an officer with this level of responsibility not aware of the predicted heavy
rainfall for Toowoomba that day?
19. If he had been aware of the predicted heavy rainfall on the already sodden city and
knowing the propensity for flash-flooding of Dent Street and intersections along East
Creek and knowing the Warrego Highway crosses East Creek, what would he have done
to protect life and property?
20. Will the QFCI seek information about what was learned from Exercise Orko and why any
improvements made fell so far short of adequate on 10 January (eg lack of road signs to
prevent motorists driving into major highway intersections that were flooded in
Toowoomba)?

16. Constable Jason Wheeler, Triple Zero operator
Question
21. Given his lack of training as a triple zero call operator, why was Constable Wheeler
assigned to take emergency calls?
17. Failure of triple zero phone call response
All five lines dedicated to receiving triple zero calls at the Toowoomba Comms room were
overloaded. Police Comms room CommCo Officer Sergeant Robin Coleman was in charge.
Despite the ability of Comms operators to switch one of their screens to city safe cameras, it
appears Constable Jason Wheeler did not switch to CCTV to see the conditions at the
James/Kitchener Street intersection being described by the caller.
Question
22. Will the QFCI recommend that all police who are on duty as triple zero operators are
given appropriate training before being allowed to work in the Comms centre?
23. Will the QFCI recommend that if CommCo operators are taking Triple zero calls where
the location is covered by CCTV, that the operator will immediately switch their screen
to CCTV to gain visual contact with the location?
Coleman gave evidence that the job of prioritising codes for triple zero calls belongs to the
CommCo operator. (page 639, line 10-13). In addition, he said he was responsible for checking
through jobs that were not given priority to ensure no one ‘slipped through the cracks’. (page
639, line 43)
Question
24. Will the QFCI seek further information from the other Comms room operators to gain a
more complete understanding of any other failures on the day and improvements that
could be made?
25. Will the QFCI recommend that when Triple zero Comms centres are overloaded,
additional officer/s are given the task of reviewing calls in cases where calls for
assistance have not been prioritised during the initial contact with police?
Conclusion
Given the extreme nature of the event and the above failures outlined, it is extremely surprising
more people were not killed on 10 January. Many emergency service workers and people who
were at the most severely affected flash-flood locations were amazed at the low death-toll.

The loss of my wife and son and the trauma caused to my son Blake who was rescued, will
continue to affect my family for many years. I would be grateful if you would provide me with
answers to the above questions in order to help me resolve the events of 10 January and in order
to help ensure the community is better prepared in the event of a similar severe rain event in
Toowoomba so that lives are preserved.
Thank you for your attention to these important matters.
Yours sincerely

John Tyson

Attachment 1
CORONER’S COURT

AT BRISBANE

INQUEST: SOUTH EAST QUEENSLAND 2011 FLOOD DEATHS
SUBMISSIONS ON BEHALF OF MR JOHN TYSON

1. Mr Tyson has been granted leave to appear at the inquest into the death of
his wife, Donna Maree Rice, and son, Jordan Lucas Rice.

2. Mr Tyson is concerned that some of the contents of a police Coroner’s Report
into these deaths (Exhibit M1- see paragraphs 6.1.2- 6.1.3) and the
overarching police Coroner’s Report (Exhibit A1- see page 64, second last
paragraph and page 65, third paragraph) suggest that Donna engaged in risktaking
behaviour by deliberately driving into flood waters and thus
endangering her youngest son, Blake, and contributing to her own death and
that of Jordan.

3. Such conclusions are not reasonably open on the evidence admitted in this
inquest. They are contradicted by objective evidence and are based to a large
extent upon a misapprehension as to the contents of the eyewitness account
of Blake Rice elicited during an interview on 25 January 2011 (Exhibit M3.15).

Blake’s Interview
4. Blake was born on 24 October 1999 and was aged 11 years at the time of the
tragic events of 10 January 2011 and the subsequent interview on 25 January
2011 (Exhibit M3.15, page 2).
5. A consideration of the contents of Exhibit M3.15 (esp. pages 4-6 and 16), a
street map of the relevant area of Toowoomba (Exhibit M5.17) and the

evidence of Det Snr Sgt McCusker on 31 October 2011 would lead the Court
to conclude:






Donna drove her vehicle, with Jordan and Blake passengers, from their home
at 17 Vanity Street, Rockvillesouth on Vanity Street, turned left into North
Street and then travelled south-east and south along a lengthy stretch of Mort
Street before reaching Kitchener street and travelling towards the intersection
with James Street;
At an early point in the journey, possibly on Vanity Street or on Mort Street,
and well before approaching the intersection of Kitchener and James Streets
(Exhibit M3.15, pages 4-6; evidence of Det Snr Sgt McCusker that two hotels
are located on the relevant stretch of Mort street and none on the relevant
stretch of Kitchener Street) Donna observed water on the roadway,
expressed uncertainty about continuing, was encouraged to do so by Jordan
and did so without any difficulty, such perceived possible hazard then being
left behind as the vehicle travelled on;
The police officer interviewing Blake misapprehended the timing of such
event when, towards the end of the lengthy interview, he put to Blake some
lengthy propositions including that the comments by Jordan occurred as the
car approached the intersection of Kitchener and James Streets (Exhibit
M3.15, page 16). No reliance can be placed upon Blake’s affirmative
response in these circumstances.

6. Blake has confirmed the true situation in his statement dated 1 November
2011.
7. The misapprehension by the interviewing police officer has based the
inaccurate summary of the interview (Exhibit M3.14, dot points 5 and 6) and
the passages of the Coroner’s Reports referred to in paragraph 2 of these
submissions.

Objective Evidence
8. A consideration of witness accounts and photographic and video evidence
does not support a conclusion that Donna acted recklessly prior to the fatal
event.
9. The extent of flooding in Toowoomba on 10 January 2011, including the
flooding of the intersection of Kitchener and James Streets, was
unprecedented.

10. It is clear that Donna’s vehicle stopped short of the intersection, whether in
response to a red traffic control light or as a result of stalling in what was at
that point water that did not reach above the door trim of the vehicle (Exhibits
M5.8 and M5.8.1). She did not enter a flooded intersection. At or about the
time Donna’s vehicle reached the intersection, other vehicles were still
successfully passing through the intersection (see CCTV footage, Exhibit
M5.3). The water subsequently rose dramatically (witness accounts and
photographic and video evidence including Exhibits M5.8, M5.8.1 and M5.3).
11. The evidence does not support a finding that Donna should have anticipated
the possibility of harm to herself or her sons as she approached the
intersection. Her actions cannot, on any fair view of the evidence, be the
subject of deserved criticism.
12. The Court would reject the contents of the police Coroner’s Report into these
deaths (Exhibit M1- see paragraphs 6.1.2- 6.1.3) and the overarching police
Coroner’s Report (Exhibit A1- see page 64, second last paragraph and page
65, third paragraph) that suggest otherwise.

John Allen
Public Defender
Legal Aid Queensland
2 November 2011

Crown Law has provided a response to issues
raised in this submission. The response is
provided below for information.

